
worm gear hobs, wherein both sides of the hob thread have
leads different from the nominal hob lead: one side longer,
the other side shorter, This results in the tooth thickness
being successively less toward the roughing end of the hob ..

axial feed - The rate of change of hob position parallel to the
workpiece axis usually specified in -inches per revolution
of the workpiece.

axiaJ. plane-A plane containing the axis of rotation,
axial p.ressure angle - See definition under pressur,e angle ..
back-off _. See preferred term cam relief, under relief.
cam. - The radial drop of the form in the angular distance

between adjacent tooth faces.
centering device - A ground locating pin used to center a

tooth Of space of the hob on the centerline of the
workpiece.

chamfer - A beveled surface to eliminate an otherwise sharp
corner.

climb hobbIng - Rotation of a hob in the opposite direction
to the feed of the hob relative to the workpiece at the point
of contact. -

clutch. keyway- See term keyway.
common factor ratio -In multiple thread hobs, the condi-

tion wherein the gear tooth-hob thl'ead ratio is not a whole
number, but there is a common factor of the number of
gear teeth and the number of hob threads.

conventional hobbing-Rotation of a hob in the same direc-
tion as the feed of the hob relative to the workpiece at the
point of contact.

cutting facewidth - The axial length of the relieved portion
of the hob.

cutting speed - The peripheral lineal speed resulting from
rotation, usually expressed as surface feet per minute, ~sfmJ

depth of cut - The radial depth to which the hob is sunk In-
to the workpiece.

drawbar - A rod which retains the arbor, adapter or hob
shank in the spindle.

even .rati:o-In multiple thread hobs, the condition. wherein
the gear tooth-hob thread ratio is a whole number,

feed - The rate of change of hob position while cutting.
fillet -1- A curved line joining two lines to eliminate a sharp

internal corner. - 2 - A curved surface joining two surfaces

Design and Selection of Hobs
Robert P. Phlllips

Barber-Colman Co.
Specialty Tools Division

Rockford, 11

Introduction
The following is a general overview of some of the dif-

ferent factorsthat lead to the specific design. and the selec-
tion of the correct tool for a given hob bing application. There
will be three main sections investigated:

A Basic review of the generating process as it relates to
gear hobbing, including general nomenclature of hob
terms, and specific tooth modifications.

B. Hob error as it relates to gear accuracy,
C. Optimization of hob design.

Hob Nomenclature
The terms in Fig. 1, along with additional terms and their

definitions follow,

Nomenclature of Hob Elements and Other
Terms R.ela.ting to Hobbing

.adjacent flu~e spacing- The variation from the desired angle
between adjacent tooth faces measured in the plane of
rotation.

adjacent thread spacing - The difference in the average varia-
tionsobtained by traversing along the desired helical path
of one thread, indexing and traversing in a similar~an~
ner on an adjacent thread.

approach- See preferred term tip .I.'eliiefm.odification.
approach distance - The linear distance in the direction of

feed between the point of initiaJ hob 'contact and the point
of full hob contact.

arbor coUar-A hollow cylinder which fits an arbor, and is
used to position the hob.

auxiliary Ieads - A feature employed on some hobs, especially

AUIliOR:

MR ROBERT PHllLlPS is an Engineering Supervisor at the
Barber-Colman Company where he supervises the design engineer-
ing of their hob product line. He holds a BS in Mechanical Engineer~
ing from the University of Wisconsin ill Madison. He is a Certified
Professional En.gineer and has served as a SME Chapter
Committeeman.
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toeliminate a sharp internalcomer,
Rut,e-A longitudinal groove either straight or helical that

forms theteeth face of one .row of hob teeth and the backs
of the preceeding row. It also provides chip space.

£lute helix angle - The angle which a helical tooth face makes
with an axial plane. measured on the hob pitch cylinder.

.flute lead - The adaladvance of helical tooth face in one tum
around the axis ofa hob.

flute lead variation - The deviation of a hob tooth face from
the desired helical surface.

former - See preferred term sha,rpeningguide.
full top radi.us- Continuous radius tangent to top and side

cutting edges.
gear tooth-heb thread, ratio - The ratio 'Of the number of teeth

in the workpiece to the number of threads in the hob,
generated fillet - At the bottom of the hobbed form a fillet

joining, the root diameter with the desired generated form.
This fillet is not a true radius.

generated fillet height-On the hobbed workpiece, the radial
distance from the mot diameter to 'the point where the
generated fillet joins the desired generated form ..

grinding cracks - Fractures in the hob caused by improper
grinding techniques in sharpening.

high point - See preferred termplotubelaRCe.
hob addendum - Radial distance between the topof the hob

tooth and the pitch 'cyUnder. Do not ,confuse with gear
addendum.

hob arbor - A device to mount in or on the spindle of a hob-
bi.ng machine, which is designed to carry and drive an
arbor-type hob.

h.ob dedendum -In topping hobs .•the radial distance between
the bottom of the hob tooth profile and the pitch cylinder.
Do not confuse with gear dedendum.

hob leng~h-OveralJ length of hob ..
hob runout - The runout of hob when mounted in hobbing

machine. measured radially on hub diameter, and axially
on hub face.

hob shift - The axial movement of a hob along ilts axis to
engage a. different section with the workpiece.

hub - A qualifying surface a.t each end ofan arbor Itype hob
which is provided for checking diameter and face runout.

hub diameter runout - The total variation in radial distance
of the hub periphery from the axis.

hub face - The side surface of the hub ..
hub face runout - The total axial variation of the hub face

from a true plane of rotation.
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hunting ratio - See preferred term prlme ratio.
infeed- The radial rate of change of hob position, relative

to the workpiece axis, usually specified in inches per revolu-
tion of the workpiece.

key - A mechanical member through which the turning force
is transmitted to the hob.

keyseat - The pocket, usually in the driving element, in which
the key is retained,

keyway-A slot through which the turning force is transmit-
ted to the hob. May be either a longitudinal slot through
the hole or a transverse slot across the hub face. U the lat-
ter, it is called a clutch keyway.

lead - The axial advance of a thread for one complete turn,
or convolution.

lead angle- The angle between any helix. and a plane of rota-
tion. In a hob, lead angle usually refers specifically to the
angle of thread helix. measured on the pitch cylinder.

lead variation - The axial deviation of the hob teeth from the
correct thread lead.

le.ader - See preferred term sharpening guide ..
linear pitch - See preferred term axial. pitch, under pitch.
linear pressure angle - See preferred term axial pressure angle,

under pressure angle.
lug - An extension of hob tooth profile above the nominal

top cutting edge. Sometimes caned spurs or prongs.
non-adjacent flute spacing - The variation from the desired

angle between any two non-adjacent tooth faces measured
in the plane of rotation.

normal circular pitch - See definition under pitch ..
normal diametral pitch - See definition under pitch.
normal plane - A plane perpendicular to a pitch cylinder

helix ..
normal pressure angle - See definition under pressure angle.
number of threads - In multiple thread hobs, the number or

parallel helical paths along which hob teeth are arranged.
sometimes referred to as number of starts. Should not be
confused with the term, number of threads per inch, which
is commonly used in designating the axial pitch of screw
threads,

offset - See preferred term rake offset.
outside diameter - The diameter of the cylinder which con-

tains the tops of the cutting edges of the hob teeth.
outside diameter runout - The total variation in the radial

distance from the axis to the tops of the hob teeth.
overtravel- The linear distance in the direction of feed of the

hob beyond the last point of contact of the hob with the
workpiece.

pilot end - On shank type hobs, a cylindrical or conical bear-
ing surface opposite the driving end.

pin. mea5Ufement - The measurement taken over pins of equal
diameter placed in specified tooth spaces in the workpiece.

pitch - The distance between corresponding, equally spaced
hob thread elements along a given line or curve, The use
of the single word pitch without qualification may be con-
fusing. Specific terms such as normal diametra! pitch, nor-
mal circular pitch, or axial pitch are preferred ..
Axial Pitch - The pitch parallel to the axis in an axial plane

between corresponding elements of adjacent hob thread
sections. The term Axial Pitch is preferred to the term
Linear Pitch.
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Circular Pitch - The distance along the pitch cylinder bet-
ween corresponding elements of adjacent hob thread
sections ..

Linear Pitch - See preferred term. Axial Pitch.
Normal Circular Pitch - The distance between correspon-

ding elements on adjacent hob thread sections measured
along a helix that is normal to the Thread Helix in the
Pitch Cylinder.

Normal Diametral Pitch - 11' [3.1416) divided by the Nor-
mal Circular Pitch,

pitch circle - A transverse section of the hob pitch cyUnder.
pitch cylinder-A reference cylinder in a hob from which

design elements, such as lead, lead angIe, profile,and tooth
thickness are derived.

pitch diameter - The diameter of the pitch cylinder.
pitch point - The pointat which a tooth profile intersects the

pitch cylinder.
pressure angle - The angle between a tooth profile and a line

perpendicular to the pitch cylinder at the pitch point. In
hobs, the pressure angle is usually specified in the normal
plane or in the axial plane.
Axial Pressure Angle - The Pressure Angle as measured in

an Axial Plane ..The term Axial Pressure Angle is pre-
ferred to the term Linear Pressure Angle.

Normal Pressure Angle - The Pressure Angle as measured
ina Normal Plane.

prime ratio - In multiple thread hobs, the condition wherein
the gear tooth-hob thread ratio is not a whole number and
there is no common factor of the number of gear teeth and
the number of hob threads.

protuberance- A modification near the top of the hob tooth
which produces undercut at the bottom of the tooth of the
workpiece.

rake - The angular relationship between the tooth face and
a radial line intersecting the tooth race at the hob outside
diameter measured ina plane perpendicular to the axis.
Negative Rake - The condition wherein the peripheral cut-

ting edge lags the tooth face in rotation.
Positive Rake- The condition wherein the peripheral cut-

tingedge leads the tooth face in rotation.
Zero Rake- The condition wherein the tooth face coin-

cides with a radial line.
rake offset - The distance between the tooth face and a radial

line parallel to the tooth face, Used for checking rake.
ramp - A modification at the bottom of the hob tooth which

produces a chamfer at the top comers of the tooth of the
workpiece.

relief - The result of the removal of tool material behind or
adjacent to a cutting edge provide clearance and prevent
rubbing [heel drag).
Cam Relief-The relief from the cutting edges. to the back

of the tooth produced by a cam actuatedcuttingtool
or grinding wheel ona relieving [back-off] machine.

Side Relief- The relief provided at the sides of the teeth
behind the cutting edges. The amount depends upon the
radial cam, the axial cam, and the nature of the tooth
profile.

scallops - The shallow depression on the generated form pro-
duced by hob action.

setting angle - The angle used for setting hob swivel to align



the hob thread with the workpiece teeth.
shank - That projecting portion of a hob which locates and

drives the hob in the machine spindle or adapter.
sharpening allowance' - The amount by which the pitch

diameter of ill worm gear hob exceeds that of the worm
. to allow for the reduction in diameter by sharpening. r

sharpeni;ng guide - A cylindrical part with flut~s, having the
same lead as the hob flutes, used for guiding the hob along
the correct lead when sharpening.

short lead.-A feature employed on some hobs to obtain
generated fillet or underCut conditions not obtainable with
nominal lead.

siderelief=See definition under relief.
stock aDowance- The modification of the hob tooth to leave

material on the workpiece tooth form for subsequent
finishing ..

tang~ntiaJ feed. - The rate of change of hob position along
its own axis, usually specified in inches per revolution of
the workpiece.

thr~ad - A helical ridge, generally of constant form or pro-
file. In a hob, unlike a worm or screw, the thread is not
continuous and exists only at the cutting edges of the hob
teeth. Therefore, it is sometimes referred to-as the thread
envelope"

thread envelope - See preferred term. thread.
thread .h.elix - The helix of the hob thread. m the pih:h

cylinder.
tip relief - A modification in which a small amount of

material. is removed from the basic profile near the tip of
the gear tooth.

Itip relief modification - A modification on the sides of the
hob tooth near the bottom which produces a small amount
of tip, relief.. Such modification is usually incorporated in
finishing hobs excep] in the finer pitches.

tooth-A projection on a hob which carries a cutting edge,
tooth face - The tooth surface against which the chips

impinge.
toothpfofile - Outline or contour of hob tooth cutting edges.
tooth thicl<ness - The actual width or thickness of the hob

thread at the pitch cylinder. The use of the single tenn tooth
thklmess without qualification may be confusing. The
specific terms normal tooth thiclcness and axial tooth
thleknessare preferred,
Axial Tooth Thickness - The tooth thickness as measured

in. an axial plane ..
Normal Tooth, Thickness - The tooth thickness as

measured along a helix normal to the thread helix ..
top radius - Radius of the arc joining the top and a side cut-

ting 'edge of a hob tooth.
total indicator reading Itir]- See preferred term. total! indicator

variation.
total indicator variation i[ tiv]- The difference between max-

imum and. minimum indicator readings duringa. checking
cycle.

undercut - The condition at the base ofa hobbed workpiece
Iorm whereinadditicnal material beyond the basic form
is removed, Under certain. conditions this may occur natur-
.ally, while in other cases it may be produced by intentional
modification of the hob tooth. .

wear land - A cylindrical or flat land worn on the relieved
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portion of the hob tooth behind the cutting edge.
wobble- The motion of a hob when the radial runout varies

along the hob length.
worm geae hob oversize - See preferred term sharpening

allowance.

For varying specific reasons, it is possible to alter the
straight sided rack form in order to achieve a modified
generated gear tooth form.

The hob in rig. 2 was designed to eliminate sharp corners
at the tops of gear teeth. It can be made to produeea desired
amount ofc:hamfer or radius, but. to do this the number of
teeth in the gear must be known. Obviously, the form of such
a modification produced by a given hob will vary with th
number of teeth in the gear, just as the width of the top of
the gear tooth varies.

The topping gear hob shown in Fig. 3 is used for cutting
spur gears and helical gears. This hob finishes the tops of gear
teeth, holding the outside diameter of the gear to a g{ven
dimension in relation to the pitch line and root diameter.

Several advantages accompany the use of topping hobs that
in many cases result in material savings. For instance, the
finish-hobbed gears may be chuckedon the outside diameter
in subsequent operations for hole finishing when necessary,
Moreover, their use eliminates an accurate finish-turning
operation on gear blanks before hobbing. Addi'tionally, gears
hobbed with topping hobs may be quickly inspected f·or pitch
line thickness to ordinary commercial limits by measuring
the outside diameter with a micrometer.

WHOI..~ OEPTH
OF' CUT

I
TOPPING

.Fig.. 3



Expand youfquallty-control procedurtl: Check hardness lin
tight plaCes, e.g. flanks of small gear teeth. Test parts as thin
as .003" "sheet, tubing, plating, case-hardened surfaces).
Read HRC 20.10-68.0 and HV 1050-990 directly on digital lED
display. LIse for on-site inspection anywhere (less than
4,pounds with battery and probe).
MICRODUR' adVantages: Vlirtually nondestructive (indenta-
tion depth is on Iy 5 to 23 m ic rons) • Standard interchange-
able probe heads available for curved and flal. magnetic sur-
faces and for hard-to-reach parts. One-point ,calibration for
easy use. Semi-automatic-motorlized probe reduces oper-
ator inlluence, enhanoes repeatability.
For detafJs, calli,orwrHe: Krautkramer Br..-aao", Inc., P.O. Bolt
3SG, leWistown, PA.17044; (717) 242 -0327 or (717) 242·0331.

~ Kraulkramer Bransonl
85110

CIRCLE A-12 ON REAlCER'IRB'L¥ CARC

,POINT OF INTERSECTION
Of PR!SHAVED PROfiLE

WITH UNDERCUT

:: GREATER. THAN
SMA VlNG STOCK

ID.~l'Ids Upon
Diam.lral Pltc;hl'

f!OINT OF MAXIMUM UNDERCUT

Gears are frequently hob bed and then finished by shav-
ing or grinding. Hobs.Ior producing such gears are referred
Ito as semi.-finjshing hobs. The hobbing of such ge~fS has
not been considered a roughing operation because of theac-
curacy required for leaving a minimum and uniform amount
of finishing stock. (Fig. 4)

The protuberance type hob shown in Fig. 5 generates
undercut at the bottom. of the gear tooth to provide Clearance
for the shaving cutter and to prevent the formation of an
abrupt change in profile with its, resulting stress, concentra-
tion ..Wi.th small numbers of teeth, the tooth form cut with
a hob without protuberance is often undercut enough, but
a protuberance is required for larger numbers of teeth to
eliminate contact between the tip of the shaving cutter and
the fillet on the gear tooth.

Hob Error vs, Gear A,ecuracy
All hob manulacturers work to a given set ·of standard

tolerances .. A Jleprint of tolerances from the Metal Cutting
Tool. Institute Standards are as follows. It should be noted,
these tolerances pertain to standard outside diameter sizes
only. (Table of standard hob sizes-see pages 40-43)
Telerances for lead onovers:ized hobs can be increased pro-
portionally to the diameter increase.

Tolerance Definitions
Ho~e

dia.meter- The basic diameter of the hole in the hob.
tolerance - The amount that a hole may be oversize from the

basic diameter of the hole.

PRE·SHAVE

LOWEST POn-+r
OF CONTACT WITH
MATING GEAR

ROOT FILI.ET AS GENERATED n
PRE·SHAVING HOB
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PRO"iUBERANCE
PROOUCES UNDERCU1

GEAR TOOTH

Frg,5

bearing con tad - The area of contact obtained using a plug
gage that makes contact over the full length of the hob.

Runout
hub face - The total. indicator variation on the 'end face in

one l'Ievolution of the hob,
hub diameter - The total indicator variation on the hub

diameter in one revoluflon of the hob.
,outside diamet,er- The total. indicator variation on the tops

of the hob 'teeth in one revolution of the hob.

5harpemr.g
sp.acing between ..adjacent flutes - The total indicator varia-

tion obtained between two successive flutes when a hob
is indexed.

spacing between non~.adfacent flutes - The total indicator
variation obtained between any two flutes when the hob
is indexed 'thJ\ough one complete revolution ..

rake to cuttin,g depth - The total. indicator variation when
traversing the tooth Face from the top to the ,cutting depth ..

flute lead - The total indicator variation when traversingthe
faoes ofall of the teeth in anyone flute following the
specified lead.

Lead Varialion
teoth-to-toeth - The total indicator variation on successive

teeth when traversing along the true helical. path,
anyone aXial pitch - The total indicator variation in one com-

plete revolution along the 'true helical path (.360 degrees)
on a single thread hob.

,any three axialpUches - The 'total indicator variation in three
revolutions along the true helical path (1080 degrees) on
a. single thread hob.

totall- The total indicator variation on teeth when travers-
ing along true helical path of all teeth in hob.

Tooth Profile
pr,essUR ang,lleer profile- The departure of the actual tooth

profile from the correct tooth profile as denoted by total
indicator variation or by magnified layout comparison ..

,
1

~roldl \...--.oj
Erro.

Spe~,hed
RadIal iPlan.

Tru.,
PIOI

Tolerances shown apply to straight side profiles in the axial.
or normal section.

Hobs with curved profiles are special and subject to in-
dividealeonsideration.

tooth thickness-The difference between the measured
thickness and the specified thickness at the hob pitch
cylinder.

start of tip relief modification - The tolerance permitted in
locating the point on the hob tooth, plus or minus, at whiCh
a. profile modification begins.

symmetry in start of tip relief modification - The radial
tolerance for the start of the modification with reference
to the start of the modihcation on the opposite hob tooth
profile.

Hob profile error
The actual hob profile is allowed to vary from. the specified.

hob profile entirely in the plus direction, entirely in. the minus
direction or split and divided in any ratio, provided the total
deviation does not exceed the specified value. This maximum.
value can occur anywhere along the hob profile. and the
variation of the profile 'on one side of the th~ead has no rela-
tionship to th.evariation on the other side of that same thread.
(See Fig. 6),
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SINGLE.THREAD AND :\-It:l TI.THREAD GEAR HOB TOLERANCES

(AU r,eading!l in ten'liI! of a thouaandth of an inch)

1
2

DIAMETRAL PITCH
1 2 l 4

Thru ThfU Thru Thn!
1..999 2.?'l9 3.999' H99-

S 6 9' 13 20 30 51
Thru Thrill Thru Thru Thru Thru ;nd
5.999 R.999 12.999 19.999 29.999 50,.999 finer

RUNOUT (I." Thread l CLASS

Iluh Face"
AA
A
[J

C
n

"Total indicator variation.
Class AA Ultra, Precision Hobs are made single thread only.
Tolerances apply only to standard or recommended hob diameters.
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(AU readings, in tenths of athousandrh ol an inch )

DlAMEXHAL, P[TCH
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A.:\
A
D
C
D

In
16
25
81l

5
IJ,

1.5
5:)

2
3
5

10
30

2
3
5
5

HI

1.7
2
·i
4

12

1.7 l.i
'J 2
3 3
33
R 8

1.7 Li
:.! 2
3 3
3 3
6 S

1.5 L:i
2 2
2
3 3
4i

:! Thrca'!
t\.
8
C
D

J2
]'8.,,-.1

IIU

'1
10
16
55

s
i

11
30

4
5
7

H!

3
5
5

12

3 .)

'* 3
" 3R 8

2 2
3 3
3 3
71)

2 .2
.2
3 3
5

3.·' Thread
A
D
C
n

15
211.,~
_I

80

8
10
16
55

5
7

11
30

4
S
7

18

3
5
5

12

3 3
4 4
.. 4
8 8

2 2
3 3
3 3
7 6

2 2
2
3 3
5

51
!!nd

Finer

5

3

5

3

6

3

7

Slart oI Approach
( Plus O'if :\1inue]

1 Thread

AA
A
B
C
D

100 80
201] 1110 160 I~O
220 200 180 160
2:20 200 1110 160
260 2·10 220 200
20[J 11\0 160 140
2:10 200 180 }60
220 200 180 160
:2 tl() 2·W 220 200

in 60
iso 1311 l!!O 1WI
1an l.ill DO 1:211
180 1;0 I:HI 121)
2110 1 AO Uin ]Iolil

1511 I:ao l:~O 11111
HIO ISO 1:1.0 l:!rJ
lAO 150 1311 120
zoo lao 1M I·W

ill
120
140
140
180

60 (10

1011 80
I:W 100
120 100
1M no

·~II
(\Il

80
81l

120
60
80
80

120
~.i
51)
711

':'1)
90
5ll
70
'W
90

40
·~O
50
60

100

30
30
40
SO
80

:2." Thread
A
B
C
D

120
1..0
1..0
180

}Oil SO
l:!11 luo
],20 hill
]'/'10 140

50
60
60

100

411
50
50
80.

Synllll<':llry u£ Apl,roach·
1 ThrcO!d

i\A
A
B
C
n

:,)0
1)0

1'Il1i
1011
1120

·10 40
fill (,0

")0 fill
VII all

I III 11111

25
3';
·1:1
5:i
80

25
25
35
45
60

.2· <'I Thread
A
B
C
f)

1)1)

1011
1110
l:!fJ

HU (lU

90 RII
90 110

1111 ]nO

411
(1)

60
80

30
SO
SO
60

'Total indicalor ...ariation.
Class AA Ultra Preciiion Hobs aile made single thread only.
Tolerances apply only 1.0 standard or I'«ommended hob diameters.
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(All readlnge, In tenth. of a thoulI8n.dt.h of an in.ch)

~ 2 3 4 S 6 9 n '10' 30 SI.
DlAMETRAL PITCH Thrv Thru Theu Thm Thtu Thru Thru Thru Tbru Thru Ind

1.999 2.999 3.999 40999 5.999 8.999 12.999 19.999 29.999 50.999 Finer

TOOTH PROFILE (,con·1.! 'CLASS
AA 15 15 10 10 11) IO ]0 5, 5

Toolh Tilicknes8 A 30 20 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 5 5
'I Minus Only I B 30 20 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 5

.1.· J Thread C 35 25 20 20 15 15 15, 15 15 ]0 10
0 40 35 30 2S 20 20 20 ::0 20 15

SHARPENING u·" Thmd)

AA 20 15 10 8 8 6 6 6 6,
A 40. 311 ;,.~ 20 15 10 10 10 10 10 10~;).

B 50 45 40 30 20 15 15 10 10 10
C SO 4S 40 30 20 15 IS 10 10 lO 1Il
D 6:1) ,60 50 SD 30 25, 25 20 11 17
AA 40 35 '1)- 15 l5 15 15 15 15-;)

A 80 60 50 • 40 30 30 30 25 25 20 20
B 100 90 80 60 50 50 SO 40 3S 30
G WO 90 80 60 50 SO SO 40 35 30 3U
D 120 120 100 100 80 80 70 60 SO 4IJ
AA 10 8 6 5 5 3 3 3 3
A, 30' 15 10 8 6 5 5 3: 3 3 3
n SO 25 ]5 HI 8 7 7 5 5 5
C 50 25 rs 10 8 7 7 5 5 5 5,,)

D ]01) 75 50 40 30 20 20 15 I5 III
FACE WIDTH o to I" 1" to :2" 2" to 4" 4,f~'to 7'" 7" ami til'

AA 8 10 15 20 20
A 10 15 25 30 50
0 10 15 25 311 5U
C 10 IS, 25 30 511'
D ]5 23 38 45 75

S(lad",~ DCI .....·ccn
Adjacent FIUIC!"

S~ileing Belwcen
Non.Adjacenll Flutes,"

OuUin:;: FiI'ce!
R.adial To,
Gun!n!; OC:IIIII-

Accural'~' or Flutcl'.
Sln1i;:hl Anti Helical"

BORE 11·"Thrud,

BORE DIA~IETER 2.500~ 2.000" .LSOO" 1.250" .iSO" ,500" & smaHe.r

A.A
A
B
C
D

2
5 2
83
8 3
8 5

:2
2
2
2
4i

.2
2
2
2
3

UialllCler. Straight Bore
\ Plus Only,

8 8
10 10
10 10
W 10

ALL DIAJ,IETE.RS LENGTH
AA
A
D
C
D

75
75
75
60
50

Percent 0,£ BC!I.rinr;
COlltacl, Slrai~h'l Bore

ALL TAPERS CIRCUMFERENCE LENGTH
I"'r"rnl 111£ n"!!Irilf!!;
t:uflh!CI, "."':I'cr Do,re

AA
A
B
C

9S
90
90
90

75
60
60
60

"Total indica.tor variatlon.
Class AAlJ1ua Precision Hobs are made single thn!ad only.
Tolerances .apply on.ly 10 standard or recommended hob diameters.
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STANDARD HOB SPEClHCATlONS &: TOLERANCES
RECOrv£ll.1ENDED HOB SIZES

Single Thread Coarse Pitch Hob Sizes
f,or Ground and Unground Hobs
(1-19'.99 Normal Diametral Pitch)

For Spur and Helical Gears

No.rmal Nominal
Diametral Hole Outsid Overall

Pitch Diameter Diameter Length
I 2~/2" lOY. 15N

IVt 2" aw 12"
IV~ 2" ~ 10"
1% Z' '7W go

2.00-2.24 IVz" 5111" S"
2.2,S.:2.49 IV~· 51/zN 7Vz"
2.50.:2.74 IV1" 5·· 7'
2.7,5..2.99 IV1" 5" 6"

3.00-3.49 H',· 4Yz" 5"
3.50-3.99 llA." 'P4r 40/,"
4.0Q-4.99 llA" 4" 4"
S.0Q-6.99 Bit" 3W 3Vz·

7.00-7.99 11/4." 3V." 3V,"
8.00-11.99 lW ;r 3"

12.00-13.99 IV. .2Y,· 2l/,-

¥t," 2" 2"

14.00-19.99 PAN 2V2" 2Vz"
3.14," 1""" 1'Is"

131·200

Single Thread Fine Pitch Mob Sizes
for Ground and Unground Hobs

(20 Normal Diametral Pitch and Finer)
For Spur and Helical Gears

Normal
Diamel:raJ

Pitch

Nominal
Hole Outside Overall

Diameter Diameter Length
IV," 2'11" 2Vz"

0/4," 1'l'." 1%"

1IA" 2V2" 2"
3/c" 1'Is" 1 'Is"

Pic" 2,1/z" 2"
o/e Pia" 1%"
Vz· lIA" IV.-
y," 1%" II/I·
Yz" Pis" IVs"

.3937 (10 mm) I IV,,· l/,t
.315 (a mm) Vi" Vz"¥. 10/,· 1%"

Ill" 11/,. 1%"
.3937 (10 mm) IV,· lA"

I
.315 (8 mm) 'A" Vz"0/. 11/2· l/.

i W IV." 11s"
I .3937 (10 mm) r lit"

.315 (8 mm) 3/,·' Vz"
¥t,. IV," %"
Vl" IV." Vz'

.3937 (10 mm) I 1" l/%"

I .315 (8 mm) I ,/tw lj~"

20-21.99'

24-29 ..99

30-55.99

56-85.99

CIRCLE A.-11 ON READER'IREPLY CARD

HIGH PRECISION
I PR,ODUC'TIION AIND
II SP!ECTIO
OIF GEAR"S
With Cameron AKR.ITITE
chucks and arbors
• Simp'le, fast hydraullcact.ion
• Repeatable, high preclslon
• Unusual grippl,ng capability
• Long, treubte-tree service

me
I • From b:lanksto

Une,finish and
inspection wiUl
one handling

Send for our
dese.rlptille ,catalog

Multiple Thread Course Pitch Hob Sizes
for 'Ground and Unground Hob
(2-19.99 Normal Dia.metral Pilch)

For Spur and Helical Gears

I

Normal
Diametral

Pitch

NlImb€r Nominal
of Hole Outsid·

Threads Diameter Diameter
.2 11/2" 6Vaw

2 lV2- 5%"
2 or 3 IV1- 5Vl"

2, 3 or 4 llji( 5"
2, .3 or 4 11/," 4w

2, .3 or4 1'1," 3'/.w

2, " or 4 111," "Vz"
2, .3 or ,4 111," 31f,"

2, 3 or ill 11/,. s
2, 3 or 4 11;4,. 2'.14"

Over.ill
Length
8~
5Vzw

51/1"

5w

4"
.3W
3Yz"
31f.w

3"
2'/,"

2-.2.99
3-3.99
4-4.'99
,5..6.99

7-7.99
fl..8.99
9-11.99

12-13.99

U-lS.99
16-19.99

MultjpleThread Fine Pitch. Hob Sizes
for- Ground and Un.ground Mobs

(.20Normal Diametral Pitch and Fin r)
For Spur and Helical Gears

Normal Number Nominal
Diametral of Hole Outside Overall

Pitch Threads Diameter Diameter length
2(J..29.99 2, 3 or 4 IV." 2 liz" 2Va"
30-50 2, 3 or 4 l/c~ l%~ l!jl~
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Gash,
Tooth

Recording Lead Checker Chart lor a 12
Thread Hob Uluslrating Lead Error Toolh to

Fig. 8

Cutting, Flce Error
QI !'he Flule ~~---t

Method 01 Measuring, the Cutting Fa.ce
Error !oflh. Hob Flute

Fig. 9

Lead error - one axlal pitch
Lead error in one axial pitch is the maximum deviation

from the theroretical thread helix in any group of hob teeth
equal to the number of hob teeth in one axial pitch, This
number of hob teeth may be selected anywhere in the length
of the hob and is equal to the number of hob gashes divided
by the number of hob threads. (See Fig. 7)

Lead error - tooth-to-toelh
Tooth-to-tooth lead error is the maximum deviation be-

tween any two consecutive hob teeth from their relative posi-
tion as measured at. any point along the thread in the entire
hob length. Fig. 8 illustrates this error as read from an
automatic lead checkerchart.

CuttingfaCle error
The cutting faces of the hob flute are usually designed to

lie in a given radial plane in the case of straight flute hobs
and in a specific helicoidal surface for helical flute hobs.
However, in straight flute hobs the plane can be radial or
can be inclined in either direction from radial providing either
positive or negative rake. When the cutting facesare designed
to lie ina. plane, the variation of the actual hob flute cutting
faces from that plane is consideredto be a flute cutting face

44 Gear (echnoloQY

AS PROOUCEOBY

POSITIVE RAKE

fig. 10

s

Fig. 11

A

AS PROOUCEOElY

NEGATIVE RAKE

error. (See Fig. 9)
Positive rake in sharpening increases depth and decreases

pressure angle of the hob tooth. The resulting gear tooth is
too heavy at the top and too thin at the bottom as shown
in Fig. 10.,

Negative rake in sharpening decreases the depth and in-
creases the pressure angle of the hob tooth, This results in
a cutting drag and makes the gear tooth lighter at 'the top
and heavier at the bottom. (See Fig. 11)

Optimizing Tool Design

Multiple thread hobs
The two primary considerations in determining the number

of threads on the hob are the production requirements and
the accuracy and finish requirements. Increased production
is the outstanding advantage of multithread hobs.

A single-thread hob rotates once for each tooth on the part,
a double-thread hob rotates once for every two teeth on the
part, a triple-thread hob rotates once for every three teeth,
etc. Therefore, the workpiece rotates faster in.relation to the
hob speed, depending upon the number of threads on the
hob.

The increase in the speed of indexing, however, does not
usually result in a proportional gain in production. The



diameter of a multithread hob is larger than. a corresponding
single-thread hob but does not increase in proportion to the
number of threads. Therefore, the number of flutes does not
increase in direct proportion to the number of threads.

Material
When considering the total manufacturing cost per metal.

cutting operation the price of the tool is, i:n fact, minor in
percentage, It is not uncommon that the purchase costof a
tool will amount to only about 5%of the total cost per part.
With this in mind, it follows that simply buying the cheapest
tool is not an effective way of reducing cost.

If the purchase price of the tool is combined with the cost
of resharpening the tool, we find that the total tool cost is
approximately 15 % of the metal. cutting cost per part pro-
duced. The balance, or about 85 %, is considered mach:ining
cost. This will. be discussed in detaH later. The percentage
stated above are for gear cutting tools such as hobs and shaper
cutters, less expensive tools will have dilierent ratios. Table 1
shows the relative cast of tools made of different steels as
they are related to the base price of an M2 toot

Table 1takes into account both the increase due to material
cost (premium steels because of manufacturing process and
alloying elements generaUy are more expensive) and the ad-
ditional machining cost encountered by the tool
manufacturer.

The life of any particular tool is directly related to the
following factors:
a.. Crater wear
b. Corner/flank wear
c. Chipping

Cra.ter wear is largely at function of red hardness and abra-
sion resistance of the tool steels being examined. The usual
causes of cratering are cutting conditions (speed and feed)
too high for the tool material.

Comer Iflank wear depends on miero-chipping due to lack
of toughness or abrasive wear due to lack of hardness. Under
norma] conditions, it is flank wear that puts the limit on the
life of the toot

Chipping occurs when the tensile strength of particular tool
steel is exceeded. This type ·0£ wear is due to brittle tool
materials subjected toexeessive mechanical loads.

TABLE 1
M2 M2HC M3 M4 M35
100 100 125 2125 140

M42 REX 20 REX 25 REX 76 T1
150 170 200 150

TIS ASP23 ASP30 ASP60
ISO 110 125 160

% Relative Price (To M2. Material)

TABLE 2

M2 M2HC M3 M4 M35
100 100 110 125 120

M42 REX 20 REX .25 REX 76 Tt
120 120 130 130 100

T1S ASP23 ASP30 ASP60
130 110 120 135

% Relative Life (To M2 Material)

TABLE 3

M2 M2HC MJ M4 M35
100 100 110 115 110

M42 REX 20 REX 25 REX 76 T1
125 125 125 125 100

T1S ASP2J ASP30 ASP60
125 110 110 135

% Relative Feed (To M2 Material)

TABLE 4.

I M2 M2HC M3 M4 M35
100 100 100 100 120

M42 REX 20 REX 25 REX 76 T1 -
125 125 140 200 100

TIS ASP2J ASP30 ASP60
200 100 120 160

% Relative Speed (To M2 Material)

As painted out earlier, there is a definjtetrade-off~tween
wear resistance/red hardness (flank wear and cratering) vs,
toughness (chipping and flank wear). It is due to this trade-
off tbat in most in.stan.ces, the cutting conditions will change
in relation to the tool material being used.

Table 2 lists some relative extended life values for different
tool steels as they are related to an M2 tool. Example: You
can expect an estimated 25 % more partsper ,tool if you com-
pare M4 to M2.

In the tool cost section it was stated 'that approximately
85% of the total manufacturing cost is due to ma,-hinirlg cost.
This machining cost is directly related to feeds and speeds
Ln~ny given application ...To effectively decrease machining
cost, it is required tnat the volume of stock removal per unit

(continued on page 47)
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'CLAS,SIFIED
----

Rates: Classified Display-$100 per inch
(minlmLlm, 3 ") Type will be set 10 advertiser's
layoul or Gear Technology will set type at no
,extra charge. 'Word Count: 35 characters
per line, 7 lilles per inch.

HElP WANrED

'O'EAR
MANUFA'CTURING,

E,N'GINEER
We are an established Mid-Atlantic
state gear and power transmission
manufacturer:

If you have, soliidexperience in large
helical gear cutting and gear grind-
ing and are Interested in better op-
portunities, we wou'ld like to talk
wi,th you.

We have a variety ot gear tooth grlndi-
lingl machines andiare looiking for an
en gineer with tech nlcal knowl'edge 'of
gear processing and quality require-
ments up to AGMA 10-15 'geariing.
Shouild have knowledge of set-up and
tooling requlredl for gear cutting and
grliMlng operations.

The salaJY we otfer Is In keeping with
your alJilltyand the responsibilities
oI the job. In addltl'on, we have liberal
benefits in terms of health and
welfare, dental, vacation" holiday and
pension pian.
lit you are Interested lin a challenging
career woriking with expens in the In-
dustry, send us a leUer/resume to:

IF.D., P.O" Box 2059
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Equal Opportunity Emp'loyer, MIl'"

Machine Shop Forieman. Fmeman Of a'll
machine shop"operaMns, including all grinding
such ,as bevel gear external and infernal super-
vise lathe and milling operat,ions; ~espons[bleIOr
numerleal control: and quaJity control 01 all nems
produced in the machine shop operations:
supervise trainingl of apprentices and new
,employees in machine shop. Must !have three
years experience In Iheoffered position etteur
years experience as setter or trainer In gear
,grindingdepartmenl and one ye.ar trainingl as
craft apprelltice or'on-tlie.Job training In macN/n-
ingskills. No formal education required. Ap.
plicantswlll be examined in regard to experience
in training apprentices and new employees in
macNining and grinding opera..tions. 40 hours per
week plus 8 hours of overtime. 6:55 A.M. 10
3:25. P.M. $14.'61 per hour. Overtime paid at the
rate of $211.92 per hour. Send resume to: Illinois
Job Service., 910 South Michigan Avenue,
Room 333, Chicago, Illinois 60605. Reference
No. 4928-J. Attn: M. Jaskowiak. An employer
paid ae.
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P.ayment: Full payment must accompany
classihed ads. Mail copy to Gear Technology,
,P.O. Box 1'426, !Elk Gr.ove Village, II.. 6000'7.
A.gellcy 'Commlssl~ol1: No agency commis-
sion on dassifieds.

Closing date: Ads must be received by the
25th o. the month,. two months prior to
pllb'llcation, Acceptance: Publisher reserves
the' right 1.0 accept or reject classlfiedadver-
Iisements at his discretion.

SUBCONTRACT WORK

Havlnq trouble meeting today's de-
mand quality control tolerances?
Let our factory trained and ex-
perienced stafl return your machine
to optimum operating condition ..
We specialize in repairing,
rebuilding and modernizing all
makes of hobbers.

• Cleveland Rigidhobbers
• Gould & !Eberhardt
• Barber Colman

HOBBER REBUI'LDING,
SPECIIALISTS

PRESS~ATION!INC.
522 Cottage Grove Road
Bloomfi.eld, Conn. 06002

{203) .242-8525

CIRCLE A-22 ON IREADER ,REPLYCARD

HEL·P WANTED

Engineer
MECH!ANICALf

IELIECTIRO·MECHANICAl
ENGINEER

I MPC is Ell leading design/manufacturer 'of
precision ,electn>lmechanica.lcornponents

I andl~embli~s for the aircraft and aero-
space Illdustnes. Our growth has created
an opening for adegfeedl engineer with
experience, in theedesign of gears, small
mechanisms, actuators or flight controls.
The position willi ,include design a_ndde-
velopment of actuators, client interaction, I

and internal coordination ..We 'offer chal-
lenge, responsibility and an exoellent
salary/benetit package. Please submit
your resume inCluding: current sala.ry to:

Personnel
MPC PRODUCTS CORP,.

7426 N. Linder
Skokie, It 60077

an equal opportunity employer mlf

SPIRAL BEVEL
,GEARS

Coniflex bevels to 34" diameter
Prototype or production up to 60"

diameter

I B~eakdown work - fast turnaround

Complete rnaehinlnq, heat treat,
lapping and testingl

CALL USI

e...

B&A IMIACH:INING
PO Box 536

Sharon, TN 38255
11-800-238-0651

cn~CLE A~210N READER REPLY CARD

PURD'Y IS' llEARED ,UP"
THE PURDY CORPORATION IS
NOW AlBliE TO ACCOMMODATE:
YOUR GROUND BEVEL GEAFI AND
GLEASON IRBR CUTTER NEEDS.

OUR STATE OF l1HE ART MANU-
FACTURING CSNTER CAN HANDl£
ANY PHASE OF GEAR PRODUc..
nON.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATtON AND
PLANT INSPECTION: CALL OR
WRITE:

THE .PURDY CORPORATION
586 HllUARD ST.

MANCHESTER, CT 06040
TEL. (203) 649<0000

CIRCLE A-23 ON READER REP,lY CARD



SUBC'ONTRACT WORK

GEARS-SPLINES
D:I!SIGN .A'NDTOOLl'NG

• Custom gear design lincluding non-
standarer pressure angles for more
strength.

• Programs to' enter tooling' data in·
to computer rUes and' search for ex-
isting C\ltters to cute new gear or
spline,

• Gearingl computer software for
sale,

• Consliiting seNices for gear and
spline problems.

VA_N 'GERPeN~REECE ENGINEiERING
1502 Grand Blvd.

Ced's.r Falls, Iowa 506113
(319) 266,4674

CIRCLE .A~2A 'ONI READER REPLY CARD

'GEAR TOOTH ,GRINDING
& HONING .oNLY

There's sUUtime ...
closing date for a c:lassj.fjed ad
in the MaylJune issue ls
IMarch26th.

•

Product,ion Quantities
3/4" P.O. to 27.5" P.O..;
3.5 D.P. and 11" Face

We have no turning, "obbing or
shaping capability

.ALLEGHIENY GEAR CORP.
23 Dick Road!

Depew, NY 14043
71'6·684·381: 1

CIRCLE .A-25 ON READER IREPLYCARD

DESIGN AND SELECTION OF HOBS ...
(continued from page 45)

time be increased by increasing the feed and/or speed. Max-
imum values in this area are sought with regard to:
a. Tolerances specified.
b. Surface finished required.
c. Stability and design of machine.

Sometypical figur~ for relative feeds and speeds are shown
in Table 3 and 4. As with the other comparison tables, all
the materials are shown in. relation to an M2 tool. It should
be pointed out that these figures are only approximations.
Actual r,eswts may vary according to how aggressively the
original M2 tool is being applied.

Titaruum Nitride Coatings
To develop the proper tool design for a specific applica-

tion, yet another variable must. be given consideration -
titanium nitride coatings.

In an effort to improve tool life and increase the produc-
tivity of the gear cutting process, extensive research and
development has taken place in the past few years to sue-
cessfuUy apply titanium nitride coatings to high speed steel
tools.

The intent of this section is to suggest the importance of
proper selectionof high speed steels used in combination wi.th
titanium nitride coatings.

There are two modes of .failureclirectly related to the
substrate materiali used with titanium nitride coated tools,
cratering, and lack of adherence.

After a coated tool (hob, shaper cutter) is sharpened, the
titanium nitride layer is removed from the cutting face 'of the
toath. This exposes the substrate material and thus,thecrater~
ing resistance is only as good as the base metal. If the primary
mode of failure on an uncoated tool is cratering, simply
coating the tool with titanium nitride is not the solution.
Another point to keep in mind is that although eratering was
not a problem with the uncoated tool, with increased feeds
and speeds and more pieces per sharpening being cut, it is
likely that cratering may become a problem. \lVhether (rater-
ing was a problem with the uncoated tool or developed after
titanium nitride coating, it would be suggested to, try a higher
alloy steel (one high in abrasion resistance). ]I cratering (on-
tinuesto be a problem after trying different tool steels, it may
be necessary to revise (slow down) the operating conditions.

Occasionally, the wear pattern of coated cutting tools can
be flaking dose to the cutting edge. Consequently, the tool

(continued on page 48)
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